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About This Game

The beloved Flash RPG series played by millions lives again in an all-new adventure that's not a sequel or a simple remake.
When Sonny returns from the dead without his memories, he finds himself caught between the conflict of a seemingly endless
horde of mutated monstrosities and a mysterious paramilitary force. With the help of some unlikely allies, he will discover his

destiny is greater than he expected, and maybe save the world.

Sonny is a challenging turn-based, combat-focused RPG where unlocking and combining the effects of new skills and abilities is
required to topple foes with an enormous amount of power. Sonny is designed for cunning and creativity with an emphasis on

strategy and difficulty as the gameplay evolves. Featuring stunning artwork by Jet Kimchrea and an engrossing original score by
David Orr.

Engaging, mysterious storyline full of secrets, conspiracies, and zombies.

Combat-focused gameplay with an intuitive interface.

Battles with an emphasis on strategy... think your way through it, don't grind.

Intriguing party members with their own unique abilities.

Upgrade and enhance your equipment to grow even more powerful.
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First off, This is just weird. I really wish steam had a middle of the road option when making reviews. I both recommend and
dont recommend this game.

Let me start with saying the sonny flash games are one of my all time favs and insanly nostalgic for me. When i heard about a
remake of the first exsisting and being on steam i imediatly bought it. and now that i had honestly. its bearly worth the price of
\u00a34
Its amazing to see the game getting a whole new coat of paint, the graphics look really nice, the sound track improved. But then
you get to the flaws. It seems incredibly unfair and honestly a kick in the gut when a full pc remake has less features than the
free flash version.
No full voice acting just the "occasional say one word or 2 words in a dialoge"
 when you equip new items you dont see sonny equip them.
When you learn a new abbility you cant easily move it around on the skill wheel like you could in the flash games ( drag and
drop)
no interactive backgrounds ( in the flash games you could click on thing in the background and get extra little lore snippits)

It feelsl ike the devs forgot what it was that made sonny so special and incredible when it was a flash game which was that it felt
like a fully fledged game that was also fun to play. It feels like they forgot part of this along the road when making this.

now i know ive mainly complained about the game so far. BUT if you have never played sonny before honestly i would say just
play the flash games. as you most likelyt wouldnt like this and the flahs games are so much better. if you have played sonny i
suggest you get this justy to experience it and see the new graphical changes and the sound track, but just be prepared to be
dissopointed in the stuff it lacks
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